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Abstract

Orthopedic face mask has been introduced for more than 100 years ago, however, it is primarily indicated for growing patients. Its effectiveness in adult patients is still questionable. It is thought that in non-growing adults the degree of orthopedic movement is minimal, whether dental movement is more prominent. In addition, there is still controversial, whether patients’ compliance or the existent skeletal growth determines the treatment success. The objective of this study was to propose a new concept for adult orthopedics face mask therapy based on functional and biological mechanisms involved in dentofacial remodeling. Conventional face mask therapy only depended on duration, magnitude and unidirectional elastic forces. In the reviewed case report, the inspiration for a new concept was evolved from the multidirectional forces which were resulted from continuous functional movements (i.e. chewing and speaking) during wearing face mask. These movements may lead to stimulate additional orthopedic or skeletal movements in adult patient. The explanation of this phenomenon could be explained not only by clinical result, but also with the biological mechanism of bone remodeling. In conclusion, regarding to the successful treatment result and its logical biological explanation, this new concept to increase the effectiveness of adult orthopedic face mask therapy is likely.
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